Written submission from Tracey McMaster (ANI0630)

1) DEVOLUTION
This is a devolved issue and these women do NOT represent me nor are they in any position within NI

To go over the heads of the devolved parliament would have serious repercussions to the other devolved governments

2) DISTINCTIVE LAW AND CULTURE
I am proud that I’m NI we protect the unborn baby and it’s the safest place to be born

The difference of birth rates of Downs babies is incredible and really damning evidence that everywhere else in the UK are blindly falling into a Nazi style thinking.

The laws here PROTECT

3) HUMAN RIGHTS & EQUALITY
There is no evidence that the laws are not human right compliant and there are significant lies and half truths being put out by those who should know better

Putting a mother in the position that pitches her against her unborn child ie saying she only has equality when she has absolute right to abortion!
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